Unstable slopes can create movements of soil and rock, resulting in landslides and building collapse. These events occur with differing scale, and therefore varying socio-economic impacts. Residents of hilly areas of Freetown are at greater risk of landslides, although social, economic, and spatial impacts can spread beyond the event. Vulnerable social groups living in stressed environmental conditions have a limited capacity to act in informal settlements have a disproportionate burden of risk to small scale events.

Limited capacity of urban planning within Freetown creates unequal access to formal housing markets, driving unauthorised development of protected forested areas. Both unauthorised and authorised encroachment of forested areas for housing and economic activity are influencing environmental conditions and contributing to the accumulation of landslide risk.

The national government’s reactive and short-term focus on responding to large scale landslide events underrepresents the extent of the cumulative impact of frequent small scale landslide and building collapse events. Relief from government and aid agencies emphasise assistance exclusively on large scale events, prioritizing crisis response efforts rather than long-term risk reduction.

Harnessing the existing capacities of community networks and community groups, through their legal recognition within urban planning processes and institutional frameworks, is essential to incorporate knowledge and information on specific local drivers of risk traps. Increased coordination and opportunities for shared learning between government agencies and with non-government actors can also improve delivery of risk reduction strategies.

Summary

Unstable slopes can create movements of soil and rock, resulting in landslides and building collapse. These events occur with differing scale, and therefore varying socio-economic impacts. Residents of hilly areas of Freetown are at greater risk of landslides, although social, economic, and spatial impacts can spread beyond the event. Vulnerable social groups living in stressed environmental conditions have a limited capacity to change their housing location and improve their built environment to reduce risk. Recognising this maldistributed burden of risk is essential to improve response capacity. Yet, domestic and international relief tend to be focused on large scale landslide crisis response rather than risk reduction for those living in landslide prone areas. Establishing disaster management committees and enhancing engagement with existing community structures offer a means to empower those living at risk by including vulnerable groups within political decision-making and setting of urban development policy.
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Urban Risk of Landslides

Landslides occur when slopes become unstable, resulting in the movement of soil and rock down a slope. Changes in slope stability can be caused by natural conditions such as groundwater reduction, loss of soil structure, erosion, and slope saturation from heavy rainfall can destabilise slopes. (FCC, 2014a).

Landslide and building collapse risk conditions can be exacerbated by human activity which expose the surface such as deforestation, unmanaged settlement construction, and mining of hillsides. Destabilised slopes and saturated soils can undermine structure integrity and can cause building collapse to occur (FCC, 2014a). The level of landslide risk is defined by the susceptibility of an area to be destabilised, and is difficult to predict (Brabb, 1984).

Landslides manifest in a range of scales, from large-scale (10 or more killed, 100 or more injured), to small-scale (1-3 people killed, 1-9 people injured) (Brown, 2017). Large-scale landslides and resulting building collapses, such as the recent August 2017 event (See box 2), typically receive more domestic and international documentation, news coverage and aid relief. However, the cumulative impacts of small-scale landslides and building collapse on gradual slopes are underreported and receive almost no aid or external attention. Differing scales of landslide events pose differing consequences, impacted populations, and financial losses. With limited data on the impact of small-scale landslides on formal databases, it is hard to accurately quantify the damages and who is impacted, this information would bring insight on how to mitigate future hazards.

Freetown residents exposed to the threat of landslide are often living in those areas due to a limited capacity to change their dwelling location as a consequence of social and economic vulnerabilities. Risk traps develop over a period of time and through various conditions, and often result in an eroded capacity to act, especially in low income communities (Allen et al, 2017). The definition of risk trap used here is the “sum over time of the articulation and reproduction of vulnerability and daily and episodic dangers or threats coupled with eroded capacity to act” (Allen et al, 2017). The risk trap cycle relating to living in a landslide prone area is characterised by drivers of why people live in landslide risk areas, with exacerbating factors which worsen environmental conditions and limit available assets. Diagram #1 maps this policy brief, seeking to understand on how risk traps form in relation to landslides, and can accumulate depending on environmental stresses and social vulnerabilities.

Defining why, where, and to whom landslides occur interrogates the driving factors of the risk trap cycle of living in a landslide prone area. Diagram #1 displays some of the interconnected underlying causes of the risks of living in and around landslide prone areas in Freetown, to be elaborated on further in this policy brief. Historical context, the resulting rapid and unplanned urbanisation and high real estate pricing events are highly related as indicated by the arrows in Diagram #1. The “driving factors” column indicates pressures on disadvantaged residents to reside in landslide prone lands while the “exacerbating factors” further marginalise community members, increasing their likelihood of living in risky areas. Interconnected elements of social vulnerabilities, inadequate housing resources, and living in or around a landslide risk area exacerbate the driving factors of those living in high risk areas. Additionally, climate change amplifies existing environmental conditions, making landslide and building collapse more likely to occur.
In Freetown, hills can vary from 30 percent slope in the hillsides to 5 percent slope near the coastline, leaving limited space for development. Without proper grading and construction methods, hillside dwellers are at risk to landslides (FCC, 2014a). Erosion of soil from deforestation, heavy rainfall, and poor land-use control, in addition to steep slopes add to the risk of landslides and building collapse.

Areas of Freetown particularly vulnerable to landslides and building collapse due to stressed environmental conditions are highlighted on Map 2 in purple. These areas include the administrative boundaries of Tengbeh Town and New England-Hill C within box 1 highlighting Moyiba. (See box 1 for more insight on Moyiba.) The landslide of August 2017 is shown in brown, with the box 2, highlighting the affected areas, including in the districts of Lumley, Malama/Kamayama, Juba/Kaningo within Freetown, in addition to Regent outside of the city boundaries. As shown in Map 2, the affected areas spread far beyond the landslide event, therefore necessitating landslide risk reduction to areas outside of the immediate landslide prone areas. Landslides also impact coastally located planned areas within Freetown such as Kingtom (Dai, 2002).

Climate change exacerbates the environmental conditions of landslide risk as an increased intensity and unpredictability of rainfall events further exposes soil surfaces and destabilised soils (Seneviratne et al., 2012). Unpredictable rainfall adds additional burdens to lower-income residents as there is more uncertainty surrounding any possible application of practical measures to protect themselves. Additionally, as burdens manifest temporally and spatially beyond the landslide and building collapse event, climate change stress can impact those outside of landslide prone areas.

**Historical Context**

Since Freetown was founded in 1787, development of the city has largely focused on its port and related industries. As a consequence, Freetown exhibits a spatial configuration built around the colonial pattern of a “motherland” a city center acting as the commercial and administrative hub for the country, growing inland as the population grew (Gleave, 1997).

Sierra Leone’s Civil War, lasting 11 years and ending in 2002, caused a significant shift in Freetown’s development. During this period, it is estimated that over 500,000 people were displaced and moved into camps situated on the fringes of Freetown (Johnson, 2009). A large proportion of the displaced population chose to stay permanently in Freetown, rather than return to their rural homes. This sudden rise in permanent population, quickly escalated the demand for housing, resulting in steep price increases in the urban centre. As land prices in the city rose, settlement formations were established on the hills at the city’s outskirts, encroaching on the forests of the Freetown peninsula. Weak governance in the wake of the war led to a struggle to properly enforce building regulations. Many residents faced prolonged economic stagnation and were compelled to move to land known to be unsuitable for housing and prone to natural disasters, to be in closer proximity to their communities and employment (Kallon, 2008). As a result of this, more vulnerable residents are exposed to landslide hazards and building collapse.

**Policy and Institutional Environment**

Interrogating existing domestic policies and institutional frameworks gives insight as to how the local and national government is structured, and the role institutions in place have in the production of landslide risk traps.

Broadly it can be highlighted that domestic policies and institutions have not been successful at addressing systemic capacity deficiencies. Within Sierra Leone, as with many African nations in the past decade, there has been the promotion of decentrali-
lisation of land-use planning and urban planning to local government level. In Sierra Leone, these guidelines were established through the Local Government Act of 2004. However, no urban development plan existed to guide the planning department of Freetown City Council (FCC) leading to uncontrolled housing and urban spatial configuration. A key issue that can be highlighted is that Sierra Leone has no policy specifically related to informal settlements, indicating the limited recognition of these residents in formal planning decisions (Macarthy & Koroma, 2016).

Landslides, along with other risks are framed as a security issue within policy documents. This reflects the establishment of the Department of Disaster Management (DMD) after the civil war, and its placement within the Office for National Security (ONS). The DMD is the responsible agency for the coordination of all stakeholders involved in disaster risk management. Actions within policies are therefore directed towards response to large-scale disasters rather than consideration towards the reduction of everyday risks and small-scale episodic disasters (Macarthy et al., 2017).

In addition, the governance framework in place for Disaster Risk Management (DRM) adopts a decentralised approach with the lowest tier of government DRM structure sitting at the chiefdom level, who feed into district disaster management committees. In Freetown, a network of community based disaster management committees (CBDMC) has been established, however these are not legally recognised within the government framework, therefore, their role is seen as information dissemination rather than as participants within decision-making (Macarthy et al., 2017).

CBDMCs are vital for communicating information and knowledge around disaster risk, however, without legal acknowledgement and support by the government, communities encounter an eroded capacity to act within the institutional framework. A limited capacity to act to change settlement location or disaster preparedness can further trap hillside residents in a landslide and building collapse risk cycle.

Rapid urbanisation and unaffordable land pricing

Lack of access to safe and affordable land within Freetown is a major driver compelling people to live in landslide risky areas. Rapid urbanisation and resulting high real estate pricing since the civil war has caused much of the safer, non-landslide risk prone areas to be densely populated and highly valued, therefore, unavailable to those who cannot afford to rent or purchase the limited space. As the city population has grown, planning policies have not been updated and have retained a promotion of colonial spatial configuration. The limited regulation of existing policies has allowed those who are marginalised to occupy and ‘land grab’ landslide prone areas (Macarthy & Koroma, 2016). Those who could not afford the rising housing prices in the developed areas of the city had to relocate to informal settlements sometimes built on previously forested areas or transformed wetland zones (Mansaray, Huang & Kamara, 2016). As shown in Map 1, the topography of these forests and woodlands is steep and not appropriate for building structures.

Deforestation and accumulation of risk trap cycles

Deforestation is a significant contributor to landslide risk in Freetown, as it reinforces the aggregation of risk in areas of steep topography, which contributes to the accumulation of a risk trap for residents located on these hillsides. Without tree roots to absorb heavy rainfall, the soil on steep slopes becomes oversaturated and loses friction. The resulting flow of water down the hills dislodges soil and boulders, putting residents and buildings located below at risk. Urban development is prohibited within forested areas within FCC, through their designation as a part of the Western Area Peninsula National Park (WAP-NP) - a protected conservation area. This is managed at a national level by the Forest Division (FD) within the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Food Security (MAFFS). Urban encroachment is often acknowledged as the key driver of deforestation of the WAP-NP (Munro, 2009). Map 1, indicates the loss of forested area of the Western Peninsula since 1980 through development of the built environment.

An increased need for housing is not the only driver of deforestation, forested land has also been removed for construction, commercial wood sale, agriculture and mining (Mansaray,
Through the lens of Moyiba, risk can be examined on small, everyday episodic levels. Moyiba is located on the Eastern central part of Freetown, indicated by the box marked: “Area of Interest #2” in Map 2 of this policy brief, and has been noted as a key area of risk of landslides. Although there is a lack of reliable data regarding small-scale landslides, there have been reports of a series of smaller landslides such as the one which took place in the early hours of August 3rd 2011, in which one schoolgirl was killed and four others were seriously injured (Sesay, n.d.). Prolonged periods of heavy rain drive these series of landslides, which are further exacerbated by the exposure of the unstable soil due to activities such as deforestation and mining taking place at the uppermost part of Moyiba.

Moyiba is an area with informal settlement and includes a quarry for stone used in construction (Walker, 2017). Quarrying activities stabilise land in combination with clearing of vegetation and unplanned development on the sloped landscape places Moyiba at high risk for landslides (FCC, 2014a). The risk trap is fuelled by the lack of government intervention in the planning process of Moyiba. As it rains, landslides have become more frequent due to the risk accumulated through land erosion in Moyiba. Both economic and housing activity in Moyiba provides a case study of risks which create smaller landslides as well as risk accumulation due to limited intervention as the area expanded.

Box 1: Moyiba Case Study

Huang & Kamara, 2016, p. 4). However, deforestation through housing development and economic activity is occurring both legally and illegally (Jackson, 2015). Enforcement and monitoring of protection regulations are limited due to constraints in FCC resources. However, conflicting mandates and weak inter-sectoral cooperation of government agencies are leading to authorised land-use change of protected areas. The illegal allocation of land and building permits by the Ministry of Lands, Housing, Country Planning and the Environment (MLHCP) to wealthy residents is permitting the development of middle and higher-income housing (Munro, 2009). Yet, blame for deforestation and land-use change is centred around those living informally, even though authorised land-use change is contributing to the accumulation of risk. Therefore, further interrogation into who is controlling boundary demarcation is necessary.

The Built Environment

The built environment, both in terms of housing and community infrastructure, can greatly influence the vulnerability of residents to landslides and building collapse. The typology of structures and land tenure arrangement are key considerations in understanding the distribution of burden of risk to landslides.

As seen in Map 2, informal settlements within Freetown are predominantly located close to the coast or on the hills where urban poor residents have occupied marginalised land. Furthermore, unplanned settlements are characterised by poorly constructed, self-built structures termed ‘pan-bodies’ that are built with materials and methods that are more susceptible to collapse from the stresses associated to landslides hazards (Rogers, 2016). Overcrowding in these areas, coupled with inadequate foundations are further reinforcing vulnerability of households to the effects of surface water run-off.
Housing considered to be of higher value has also been constructed upon hilly areas within formal areas. These tend to be constructed with more robust materials using methods and practices recommended by the local government and that are able to withstand higher impacts from hazards. However, these materials are not able to fully mitigate against the risk of large-scale landslides and heavier structures further contribute to the overall instability of slopes. Furthermore, unregulated and unauthorised construction occurs within formal areas as well as informal. FCC recognises the need of safe construction and has produced a set of technical guidelines and regulations for new construction and for improvements to existing dwellings. However, these are not enforced or widely understood by the public (MLCPE & FCC, 2014).

Informality is reinforced by landslide events due to the restraints the FCC imposes on NGOs who are responding to emergency events in informal settlements. This generates challenges for organisations (such as the YMCA) trying to provide infrastructure such as community halls, toilets or markets since they are prohibited by the government to do so. The FCC’s reasoning behind this is the desire to prevent informal settlements extending beyond their current borders and stopping them from building upon more unauthorised land. Furthermore, they believe this will force the dwellers to move out of these unauthorised locations. A cycle of informality is then reproduced since urban poor residents are compelled to rebuild their own housing and built environment (Macarthy, et al. 2017).

Social Vulnerabilities

Social vulnerabilities can exacerbate the aforementioned driving factors, and accumulate to reinforce the risk trap cycle experienced by residents who are susceptible to landslides and building collapses.

Landslides can occur in a matter of minutes or seconds, consequently, those who generally spend the most amount of time within the home are more likely to be affected by building collapse (FCC, 2014a). Mobility issues, including those associated with age, are a consideration for those who are particularly vulnerable. Young children and the elderly have difficulty evacuating the home and moving away from the landslide. Women often take on the role of mothers, caretakers, and homemakers, and as a result they spend more time within the household, hence this increases the likelihood of them being affected if a landslide occurs in a residential settlement.

Many of the areas of Freetown identified to be at risk to landslides or impacted by previous landslides include housing for the urban poor in informal settlements. The complex nature of social and spatial marginalisation is poorly understood, resulting in a knowledge gap between social vulnerabilities and land tenure (Macarthy & Koroma, 2016). However, it is known that informal settlers are primarily employed in the informal sector, although it is unclear in which jobs they engage. Informal settlements tend to be ideally located to provide ease of access to markets which support their livelihoods (Macarthy & Koroma, 2016).

Understanding the intersectionalities which exist with different members of the communities living in landslide prone areas is vital to comprehending the capacities and limits they face in their lives and in the community. There is a known capacity gap within informal settlements role in participating in civic engagement, and is an area for expanded research.

Box 2: August 2017 Landslide Case Study

Three days of heavy rainfall triggered the collapse of a mountain valley side slope in the Regent area below Sugar Loaf, the highest peak in the north of the Western Area Peninsula, on August 14th, 2017 (World Bank, 2017). A major landslide quickly followed the collapse, and clayey soil and boulders of all sizes tumbled down the slope and into the city of Freetown with tremendous momentum - the debris pushing flood water in front of it in a “tidal wave” of material, causing flooding and mudslides at lower elevations of the city (World Bank, 2017).

By August 22nd, the total number of registered people affected by the landslides and resulting floods stood at 5,905 (UNICEF, 2017). Out of the 5,905 affected people, 2,607 were children, and of the 493 deceased, 157 were children (UNICEF, 2017). The landslide also caused major destruction in infrastructure, including buildings, bridges, schools and health facilities both in Freetown proper and its surrounding areas, in the Regent, Malama/Kamayama, Juba/Kaninga, and Lumley districts (World Bank, 2017).

There was a large response to the disaster from international actors including UNICEF, the Red Cross, the UK Government, WHO, WHP, and dozens more (UNICEF, 2017). Their efforts concentrated on emergency relief in the wake of the tragedy.
Harnessing Existing Practices

In the past there has been a large response to major landslide events from international actors, but their efforts were concentrated only on emergency relief. Even with the international media attention brought to Freetown in the wake of the latest tragedy, few international actors remained to address the risk of future landslides (UNICEF, 2017). However, the UN Country Team is supporting the Ministry of Finance and Economic Development at a national level to create a Risk Management and Recovery Action Plan drawing on “sector-specific assessments, multi-hazards mapping and other relevant reports.” The goal is to support the national government and partners in making cross-sectoral, evidence-based decisions that address immediate and long term risk and to provide an urban plan to protect settlements from future landslide disasters (UN Development Programme & UN Country Team in Sierra Leone, 2017).

Engaging with governmental and community capacities is vital to shift disaster management from crisis reaction to a focus on risk reduction in order to disrupt risk traps. The participation of civil society plays a key role in representing the interests of the urban poor politically. The Federation of the Urban and Rural Poor, YMCA and other community based organisations have made concerted efforts to lobby for changes in urban planning in order to create more equitable conditions for informal settlers. Moreover, these organised community structures have also provided a means of pooling limited resources through saving groups which can be of assistance in response to hazards such as landslides (Reffell, 2017). CBOs and community structures such as the CDMCs offer a channel of communication between government agencies to existing community networks and practices.

Community participation should be legally required, as previously when only offered as a recommendation within policy framing, it has been ignored by government and international aid agencies (Macarthy et al, 2017). Recent institutional support for urban planning within FCC, has led to a shift in policy framing, with the explicit intention for stakeholder consultation within the process of developing an urban plan for Freetown and Local Area plans. In particular, this framing indicates a move beyond actions centred on demolition of dwellings on landslide risk prone sites to the involvement of communities in identifying alternative areas for settlement (MLCPE & FCC, 2014). However, this has been influenced by internationally set guidelines, tied to funding from external actors (FCC, 2014b). Multi-stakeholder involvement within local planning processes allows for the recognition of diverse perspectives. This offers an opportunity to create spaces of collaboration increase urban stakeholder’s capacity to participate.

Conclusion

In order to disrupt the risk traps of landslides, the extent and complexity of risk needs to be recognised and captured. A focus on gathering data and knowledge on the cumulative impacts of everyday risk and small-scale events will better inform urban planning. Recognising the maldistributed burden of risk on marginalised communities is central to empower and improve at risk residents’ response capacity. Furthermore, actions taken towards landslides and building collapse should strengthen the connection between community networks and institutional practices.
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